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We present microscopic fniclassical simulations of femtosecond nonlinear optical polarization (P ) of a solute in water. P is dominated at short times by intermolecular vibrations that cannot be accounted for by the Bloch equations.
The applicability of the Bloch, stochastic, and Brownian oscillator models to the interpretation of photon echo and pump-probe measurements is discussed.
We find that only microscopic semiclassical simulation anfithe Brownian oscillator model can account for the essential features of P We present microscopic semiclassical simulations of the femtosecond nonlinear optical polarization (P")) of a solute in water. P` is dominated at short times by intermolecular vibrations that cannot be accounted for by the Bloch equations. The applicability of the Bloch. stochastic, and Brownian oscillator models to the interpretation of photon echo and pump-probe measurements is discussed. We find that only microscopic semiclassical simulation and the Brownian oscillator model can account for the essential features of P). 3 ) of a set of all nuclear positions is represented by the vector Q, dye in water. We reproduce many essential features of (o,, is gas phase 0-0 absorption frequency of the solute. the recent experiments, including the non-Bloch behavior Below, we neglect the dependence of the dipole operator of the photon echo signal. We use the results of our on nuclear position (Condon approximation). the internal simulation to test the Brownian oscillator model 161, the vibrations of the solute, and the solute motion during opstochastic model 17, 8] . and the Bloch equations. This altical probing. lows us to determine the level of theoretical modeling H, and H, are of the form Hi-T+ V(ww)+V,(w-s). sufficient to interpret these recent experiments. Previouswhere i g,e, T is the kinetic energy. Vt* -w is the ly, photon echo signals in polar liquids have been interwater-water interaction (taken to be the same in the preted using the stochastic model in the limit of an overground and excited electronic state), and V 1 (w-s) is the damped solvent (1,21. Our simulations show that interwater-solute interaction. Both the water molecules and molecular vibrations are very important in the short-time the solute were taken to be rigid. Interaction site models optical polarization of a solute in a polar liquid. We find were used for the potential between molecules; i.e., the that only the Brownian oscillator model and microscopic jth atom of each molecule was assigned Lennard-Jones simulation can reproduce the essential features of the parameters aj,e, and a partial charge q, This leads to nonlinear optical polarization of a solute in a rplar liquid, the atom-atom potential form The present microscopic semiclassical approach is derived by taking the classical limit of exact quantum ex-V + P( (t.tt , the solute in the excited state had two fixed charge sites P") has Zhe following interpretation: The first pulse (e, -0) with opposite charges of magnitude q, -e located sets up an optical coherence in the sample. During t the at positions (0.0. ± 0.25 A). This model represents a typevolution (and dephasing) of this coherence occurs. The ical non-ox~lar dye molecule with a large dipole moment in second pulse converts the optical coherence into a populathe excited electronic state.
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tion on either the ground (P1'") or excited (P,"") elecThe signal Sip, (t1,t1) in the three-pulse photon echo tronic state. During t, thermal fluctuations occur and the (3PE) is given by S't.(t ,tŽ) f 1 'dt 1P 13 (t ',t,,t )-system relaxes toward equilibrium. This relaxation leads where tI is the delay between the first two pulses, t, is the to the Stokes shift in P,'.' The third pulse converts the delay between the second and third pulses, and ti is the population back into a coherence, which dephases during interval between the third pulse and detection. The ordithe t i evolution. nary photon echo is a special case of the 3PE: Sp,.
(GI)
The microscopic semiclassical approximation for P'" =Sli-, 0~ -,0). P") can be expressed as a sumn of two 1[4,5] (for pulses that are short compared to pure dephasing and molecular time scales) is
d~dexp ([r f"t(Q?(t' )dd'exp I L LIQWr1dt Jpj(Q.P).
Here U=V w-S) -Vw's). pI is the classical Boltzmann distribution of the g potential surface. Q[1] is defined as model was achieved by attributing the classical simulathe coordinate of initial condition (Q.P) propagated for a tion to the symmetrized correlation function 0(0) period t with classical mechanics on the ground-s ate (g) + C( -i). and using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem surface. Q112,1i] is defined as the coordinate of (Q.P) to get the complex C(O) [6] . The stochastic model directpropagated for a time tI on the g surface, and then time ly attributes the classical simulation to C(t) which is It. on the e surface. therefore taken to be real 161. C(O) was evaluated along We evaluated Eq. (2) by performing a constant-energy the base trajectory described above molecular-dynamics simulation with 100 water molecules Figure 1 shows (t() for the solute in water. (C(t) is and I solute. Periodic boundary conditions were used, clearly in the intermediate modulation regime, where with the box size adjusted to give a density of I g/cm 3 .
1 is of the same order of magnitude as the decay The reaction field method 1101 was used to correct for the rate of C(O). This is in accord with recent experimental presence of the long-range Coulomb forces. Because of the ergodicity of the fluid, we were able to generate initial conditions (Q,P) by taking samples at intervals along a 4) single trajectory on the ground potential surface. This "-base" trajectory was generated by starting from a random initial condition and then performing a Monte Carlo equilibration for 30000 cycles. The equilibrated configuration was used for the initial coordinate of the base trajectory. Initial velocities for the base trajectory were C chosen from the Boltzmann distribution. The hase trajeca tory was run for a time of 120 ps using a time step of 0.9
• , fs. The coordinate along the base trajector, gave Qit].
I
Every 256th step, a secondary trajtcctory %as run on the • 02 excited-state surface for 1024 steps. This served to generate Q[t1.,t 1. The total length of the simulhtion, including both base and secondary trajectories, was 6(0) ps. 01 We first consider the ground-state and excited-st;ate -dynamics generated by the simulation. The autocorrelation function of U(Q1:1),
2 ) (where () denotes thermal expectation The frequency w is shown relative to to1,. Both spectra time-scale separation into very slow and very fast terms are broad and featureless, and hence contain little deassumed by the Bloch equations is not apparent in the actailed dynamical information. The fluorescence displa,, tual ('(t) proaches. The parameters used (P,,,,,) were (0.55,135.539), In Fig. 2(a) we show the PE calculated with the Pi' • (0.18,817,277), (0.08,602,243), (0.07,452,439 rise time is due to the finite inhomogeneous broadening in Figure I also shows (U(Q[t,01) ) found upon excitation this system: in the limit of larger inhomogeneous from the ground state to the excited state. Compared broadening the induction time decreases. Nibbering, with the ground state, the excited-state dynamics shows a Wiersma. and Duppen 12] have observed a similar tranmore prominent slor, rclaxation: while 0(0) has relaxed sient in the PE signal of sodium resorufin in dimethylto within 5% of its asymptotic value with 500 fs.
sulfoxide, Also shown in Fig. 2 (61. These results closely match those of Eq. (2). The Linear and nonlinear spectroscopies provide a wide Brownian oscillator model does best at predicting specvariety of "windows" onto the ground-and excited-state troscopies relating to ground-state fluctuations, such as dynamics discussed above. PE, 3PE, and pump-probe the PE, since it is derived by an expansion about the spectroscopy probe different parts of p( 3 1 and the underground-state dynamics. Figure 2 (b) displays InS(tr lying molecular dynamics. We begin our analysis with S(tO) shows a pronounced nonexponential decay at long linear optics: The inset of Fig. 2 shows the ordinary abtimes, in contrast with the exponential decay predicted by the Bloch equations. The failure of the Bloch equations is due to the lack of time scale separation in C(O). Figure 3 (a) shows the calculated 3PE signal. The ,t,-0 section of the 3PE corresponds to the PE. The 3PE clearly shows the vibrational nature of the solvent dynamics during the t, period, in contrast with the PE. Pumpprobe spectroscopy (PP) is closely related to the 3PE. We consider impulsive PP, where the pump and probe are _ 2ultrashort and the resulting emission is spectrally dis- VOLUME68, NUMBER 12
